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It is a well-known organisational principle that power cannot exist without countervailing power. Is this principle also observed in patent law? Power here rests mainly with the European Patent Organisation, an institution that acts as an executive, judicial and sometimes even legislative power. This complicates political control – but patent law is an important instrument of economic and trade policy that should promote innovation.

Jurisdiction

The resolution of patent-granting disputes is entrusted to the Boards of Appeal, which until 2016 were part of the European Patent Office, but have since formed a separate organisation, the Boards of Appeal Unit, albeit still within the European Patent Organisation, under supervision of the Administrative Council of this organization, about which more later.

The European Patent Convention places so much emphasis on the independence of the members of the Boards of Appeal that one would be inclined to doubt it. In any case, it is thought provoking that a decision is made on their reappointment every five years. That is why they are not called “judges”. After the aforementioned restructuring, these Boards moved from the EPO’s headquarters in the centre of Munich to the suburb of Haar, which should underlie their independence. Although we still have to give this new organization the benefit of the doubt, it is to be feared that it will not constitute a real countervailing power to the EPO, if only because the members usually have made their career at the EPO.

\[\text{1 The author can be reached via reinier.bakels@gmail.org. He is not related to any organization.}\\\text{2 The direct cause for this article is turmoil in Dutch politics in the “toeslagenaffaire”, where the national tax office was insufficiently controlled, leading to unjustified fraud claims with far-reaching effects against a large number of citizens.}\\\text{3 Art. 21 EPC.}\\\text{4 Art. 26-36 EPC.}\\\text{5 Art. 23 EPC.}\\\text{6 Art. 11(3) EPC.}\\\]
A litigant cannot appeal against a decision of a Board of Appeal. There is an
“Enlarged Board of Appeal”, but that is not an additional instance, in so far as a
party can only invoke it in the event of irregularities in the procedure.

It is clearly a shortcoming that parties cannot appeal judgments of Boards of Appeal
to an authority outside "the patent system". In contrast, in the United States it is
possible to appeal against decisions of the highest “patent judge”. The U.S.
Supreme Court regularly issues patent law decisions, which is remarkable because
the nine judges of this Court cover all federal law in the US, handling only about one
in a hundred requests. They may be no specialists in patent law, but their broader
vision is essential. A typical example is Justice Breyer’s warning against a patent law
with the effect that “instead of having competition on price, service and better
production methods, we’ll have competition on who has the best patent lawyer”.

There are, indeed, some critical remarks to be made about the case law of the Boards
of Appeal. Of course they are bound by the EPC, but several writers give
convincing arguments that they violate it. Still, the Boards of Appeal believe that
this is unavoidable because the EPC would not be structured logically. The alleged
discrepancies, however, rather indicate a misunderstanding of the EPC, and do not
require that it be deviated from, but rather that it be followed more closely. A little
more respect for the treaty legislature would be appropriate.

Another objection is that the Boards of Appeal base the decision on whether
particular subject matter can be patented almost exclusively on the question of how
technical that subject matter is. This question is not always easy to answer. An
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English judge rightly spoke of a “restatement of the problem in different and more imprecise language”. The Boards of Appeal endeavour to grasp the essence of “technology”, ignoring the question of what interest is served by granting patents solely on technology. That is both a shortcoming and a missed opportunity, because the technology criterion could be better understood from a goal.

Since 2007, the EPC rules that patents are granted “in all fields of technology”. According to the rules of treaty law, this text must be taken literally, so it should not be inferred that only technology is patentable. The phrase comes from the TRIPS Agreement, where it is meant literally in any case, because the World Trade Agreement aims to broaden rather than limit patent law. In short, it cannot be said that the treaty legislator forces patent applications to be assessed on the basis of technical content.

Still patents outside the realm of technology are in a sense a horrifying thought ever since a US judge allowed business method patents, triggering a tsunami of applications that disrupted the US patent system for years. Only twelve years after the said ruling the Supreme Court intervened, but not by requiring technology henceforth. Not unjustly, because there also appear to be technical business methods, even according to the EPO itself. The US judge was right that “business method” is not a useful category for a demarcation. The traditional criteria should suffice to exclude unwanted patents. If they actually fail to do so, a different solution must be sought. For example, the inventiveness threshold is much lower than the layman is inclined to think.

The technical content is also no good criterion for computer software, because in fact all software is technical. That is why the EPO invented the rule that software can
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only be patented if it has a “further technical effect”. That should correct an inconsistency in the EPC. Or does the alleged inconsistency prove by contradiction that the EPO bases its conclusion on an erroneous premise?

The EU tried to regulate the patenting of “computer-implemented inventions” in a European Directive for the member states of the European Patent Organization that are also EU members, but it was rejected by the European Parliament. That did not stop the President of the EPO a few years later from attempting to obtain approval for similar rules from the Enlarged Board of Appeal, but in a well-reasoned judgment it wisely decided that rather politicians should decide. But they had already spoken. It shows little respect for democracy to try to let an explicit rejection of a Parliament overturn by a court (unless fundamental rights are at stake).

Incidentally, the former Dutch Patent Office established long ago that software and hardware are equivalent insofar as a given task can be realized both “hardwired” and with software. This means that a separate regulation for “computer-implemented inventions” (as intended by the Directive) does not make sense. There are definitely objections against many software patents, but often similar objections apply to other patents.

**Legislation**

The European Patent Convention is primarily decisive, but it is not flexible, because amending this convention is a time-consuming process, which requires a diplomatic conference, followed by ratifications by a number of Member States (to be agreed on a case-by-case basis). To get the idea, the EPC 2000 revision only came into effect at the end of 2007.

It is considerably easier to amend the Implementing Regulations of the EPC, because the Administrative Council of the European Patent Organization is competent to do
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so. This powerful body is composed of two delegates from each of the (currently 38) member states, usually the head of the national patent office and a deputy, e.g. a senior official from the national Ministry of Economic Affairs. At best, these officials are democratically controlled indirectly. Whether they really constitute a countervailing power must therefore be doubted, also because they have an interest in a high "turnover" of the EPO, since the national patent offices collect the renewal fees in the first place, although they have to relinquish part of it to the European Patent Office. Patents are a lucrative business for patent-granting agencies.

The Administrative Council introduced all kinds of regulations in the EPC Implementing Regulations that go beyond implementation rules in the strict sense, such as the implementation of the European Biotechnology Directive. The aforementioned restructuring of the Boards of Appeal in the Boards of Appeal Unit is also regulated in these regulations, although the organization of the “European Patent Organization” was actually regulated in the EPC itself.

For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that since 2007 the EPC provides that a conference of the responsible ministers of the member states must be held at least once every five years. Is it going to be the countervailing power?

**Policy and politics**

It is very difficult for the legislator to democratically control the EPO, because the interpretations of this organization can only be followed by specialized lawyers, and the link between rules and interests is often unclear, if not absent.

Policymakers often associate patents with innovation, but inventions do not automatically lead to innovation, and can even hinder it. Innovation is an economic concept that stands for a “diffusion” of inventions that leads to social benefit. Diffusion originally is a concept of physics, and in physics it is typically slow. Patents
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can promote investment, and the obligation to publish patent applications⁴³ can improve the awareness of inventions. However, generally the patent owner is not obliged to grant licenses and can thus hinder innovation. A classic example is James Watt, who slowed down steam engine development due to a restrictive licensing policy.⁴⁴

Furthermore, it is often misunderstood that European patents do not simply stand for European innovation: they are patents for Europe, but not necessarily of European patent owners. Less than half of European patents have owners from the member states of the European Patent Organisation,⁴⁵ which can put European industry at a disadvantage. European patents can protect us against the rise of the Chinese, but they can also facilitate the Chinese rise.

A current geopolitical theme is patents on vaccines against COVID-19. These would impede the fight against the pandemic, but that observation does not answer the question of what constitutes sensible policy.⁴⁶

Much more can be said about the effectiveness of patents, or its pursuit. We would primarily like to remind here that patents are a means with ‘side effects’ in the form of disadvantages.

**How to proceed from now?**

It is especially important that the possibility is created to submit decisions of the Boards of Appeal of the EPO to an external court. That requires an amendment to the “Protocol on Privileges and Immunities”. This is part of EPC,⁴⁷ and we already noted that it takes a lot of time to change that.⁴⁸

It seems most obvious to give the European Court of Justice a say in patent cases. the complicated nature of patent law cannot be an argument against this: this court also handles decisions about disputes in trademark law, which is an equally specialized and complicated area of law. In addition, the U.S. Supreme Court demonstrates that
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a broad view can be more important than ultimate knowledge of details. A difficulty is, however, that not all EPO member states are also members of the EU, and that the European Patent Convention is not EU law, but in the past that did not prevent the EU from issuing Directives in the field of patent law, even though those do not apply to countries like the United Kingdom and Switzerland.

One could also envisage a role for the "Unified Patent Court", which is currently being set up, although that is in turn a body within the "patent system". Moreover, in the light of Brexit, the United Kingdom has decided not to participate in this Court anymore - while this country can be called the most important "patent country" in Europe after Germany.

Conclusion

The European Patent Organization is a kind of separate "state", which can run its course almost unchecked by any countervailing power.

A lack of countervailing power is particularly noticeable in the judiciary, which is not really independent, violates the EPC, and makes decisions so complicated that they can only be followed by specialized lawyers, which prohibits proper democratic control. For a structural solution, treaties will have to be changed, which is a long-term affair.

Politicians should be more aware that patents are not merely a “technical” matter, but an instrument of economic (geo-)politics. A critical eye does not have to wait for treaty changes.
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